
NO HANDS*
The New Massage

A note from Gerry Pyves - the creator of NO HANDS lYassage

ln this issue I am going to focus on the power of Massage and touch to help us whh

FXHAUSTION. The repletion efld is a very little known benefrt of Massage.

How many of us have times when we feel exhausted and run dor'rnr - depleted? We ignore

the signals of tiredness at our own peril. lf we do not give the body what it needs when we

are tired, then this can mean that we progress on to more serious illnesses.

When I was young and foolish (25 years old) I managed to ignore MONTHS of tiredness

and ended up spending 2 years sick - with M.F. I now know that if I had only listened to my

body and understood the power of REPLETION I could have avorded those two years of illness...

When exploring 'energy' and the body per{raps the single most obvious thing to consider is this: we are 7A7"

waten I am fascinated by this simple fact and include some amazing inforrnation aboul waten I think we need to
understand water to understand our heahh.

Tiredness exhaustion and depletion

are all co[nmon experiences for
most of us. Yet do we r^eaily

understand much about it?

Sometimes

tired our mind-set is
negative and we allow ourselves to
sink into inactivity and depression.

We are tired because we are dorng

too lrttle. At other times we get

tired because we have pushed

ourselves to do a great deal for a

long time.We are doing too much.

bad news is that your l'{assage

therapist cannot'give' you energy lt's

not like going to some petrol pump

attendant and askrng to "fill her up".

lf only. .,
Funnily enough, a repletion

lYassage work in both cases.

This is a unique NO HA/VDS

, approach to Massage; one
that provides a whole
treatment of gentle and slow

still) touch. lt
little of the

body and lnstead

of 'flushing os't 1

Massage aims at

\Aftich begs

do I get more
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ln a newsletter dealing with the
mysteries of our 'energ/ and what
happens to it when we get
exhausted, I thought this little'energ;/
book' might be relevant for those of
you interested in pushing the
horizons of knowledge just a little bit
out and 'left of field'...

When the internationally renowned

Japanese scientist, Dr Masaru Emoto,

started looking at water crystals he

discovered something truly amazing.

He found that the cq/stals varied

enormously; some appearing truly

beautiful and others looking 'messy'.

Not only that, but far from being

'random' the differences in the
crystals had a reason.

Emoto realised that the crystal
patterns varied according to the type

of waten their environment or even,

believe it or nog the moods and

emotions projected on to them. This

beautiful liule book charts one man's

iourney to understand the healing

power contained in one of the most
important elements of life: Waten

lf you only get this book for the
amazing photos it will be worth the

money!

H-

Howevef the good news is that your energy will naturally revitalise itself

- nght from your core - if given the right environment. That
environment of course, is the gentleness and stillness of a repletion

Massage. I don't know why this happens, I only know that rt does.

iry..ffi i'iii'q."1!..:ls$S+,*i4n<dil.r-i:;1i+*i:'ni

like a bank account

Given the right conditions the
human body is a self healing

miracle and that applies
particularly to the issue of
exhaustion and energy lf you have

a conventional Massage when
exhausted you will almost
certainly feel more tired and

exl'rausted afterwards. Think of it

lf you invesl {500 when you only have {i0 in the bank

the net resuh is {494 o{'energy debt' or exhauslion.

Conventional Massage tends to'swish' enei gy around

the body like an investment broker: What you

need is a type of Massage that helps the bank

account grow - a savings plan.

Repletion Massage does that
it rebuilds your energy.

ln the stillness and gentleness

of a repletion Massage rnore

is probably going on than in

a 'busy' lvlassage. lt's jusl

deep and out of sight" lt's as

if your energy is like a deep

underground river and when
you are tired, it has become a

trickle. The repletion Massage

uses the heat and stillness of
the practrtioners hands to allow
that riverto build in strength and powen

Whether this is what is really happening is less important than the fact

that this simple'map' describes exactiy what seems to happen for both
client and therapist whenever they have a NO HANDS repletion
Massage.
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As v/e cre on the topic of
repletion snd siillness, I thaughf
I would choose one <lf the m*ef

po\ /erful 'still' pieces of music I

know. This is cnother CD by
Lucinda Droyton <lf Blissful
Mu*ic and her vo:ce floqta
beoutifully across n still lcke *f
down... This is greot music t6
slow down ond breoihe to.
Lucinds occssionolly turns up c'
NO HANDS courses cnd sings

her music 'live' lc us, ro I €cn

personalIy Youch for the
dmazing sincerity and integrity
of fhis women" You csn hear it
in her music, snd in her
omozing words. There is

nothing 'wishy wcshy' about her
words - oll profound ond oll

thought provoking...

I think this particular piece of research pinpoints very well the powerfully

recuperative nature of Massage. ln it, Massage therapy ,,oras found to help

patients recover from cardiopulmonary artery bypass graft surgery by

reducing fatigue and rmproving their quaiit/ of sleep.

It's all very well berng exhausted and needing rest and sleep, bul if sleep

eludes us the problem of exhaustion can become chronic. Needing

repletion is also aboul needing deep and restflul sleep. As well as reducing

tiredness, Massage improved sieepl

Cardiopulmonary artery bypass graft surgery patients irr Brazil were

randomised into a Massage group or a control group after they were

discharged fronr intensive care. The authors wrote:
"The control group and the Massage therapy group romprised participants

who were subjected to three nights without Massage and three nights with

Massage therap;l respeclively"

The patients kept a sleep diary durrng the study period and the results

were impressive - the Massage-group particrpants had fewer complainls of
latigue on both the first and last days and they reported more effective

sleep during all three days when compared with the participants in the

control group.
'Effects of Massage

therapy on sleep

quality after
coronary artery
bypass graft
surgery' instiir.;ta

do CoragSo,
Hospital das

s, Faculdade

de Medicina,
Universidade de
S5o Paulo, in:
Clinics'{Sao
PauloJ
010;65{ll):
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One of the world's top
physicists would endorse
Emotu's beautiful book about

energy (featured in this
newsletter).

The same Dr Lo also did amazing

work on the subtle'energy medicine'

of acupuncture, which, like Massage,

shrfu energy around the body He

took amazing infra-red images of
rnjuries to the body and used these tc
identify ancrent acupuncture
nneridians. By stickng needles into

parts of the body far removed from
the injury sites, he vyas able to reduce

pain and swelling. He then took
infrared photos 'post needling' and

showed the amazing changes!

'smoothed out'will be

nodding their heads at this

fasclnating research.

As fur as l'lassage therapists

go, we feel this watery'f1ow'
withrn the body every time
we Massage. There is a

change to the energy as a

result oI Lhe concentration
and focus and movement of
the pmctitloner: lt is as if we

are rarsrng the vibration
within the water of both
pracliLioner and client. . .

Doubfe Helix Water, by Drs
David Gann and Shui-yin Lo

2809

Book ;rourself in for a NO HANDS

repletion-style Massage before you
feel completely exhausted.Tell your
therapist you want a still treatment
to allow your energy to rebuild,
whenever you feel lust a little
tired. By looking after your energy

now yor.r cor-lld prevent a lot of
potential problems in the future.
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Two scientists (Dr Yin Lo and

David Gann) pursued an

anomaly they found in water
molecules, a pursuit that ended

up with them identifying what
they call the genesis phase'cf
water: Using a state of the art
atomic force microscope they

found a solid panrcle in water
that absorbs energy and turns
that energy into particulate

form. lt is the effects of this
particulate form that Ernotu

may well have been photographing. it
is as if water 'remembers' the energy

of whatever it comes into contacl
with and actually creates matter
(particles) from that encounten This

explarns why subtle and gentle
therapies iil<e homeopathy and
Massage are so powerful and effective.

It also explains why human beings

(70% water, remember) are so
influenced by the energy of those

around us and our environment.
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The impact of a full

hour's Massage on

the bodys'water has
.,et to be measured
:.'. 'i.'.5e worthy

: anyone
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